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Imposing Motion Constraints to a Force Reflecting Telerobot
through Real-Time Simulation of a Virtual Mechanism

LucJOLY and Claude ANDRIOT
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique (CEA)

Section de Teleoperation et Robotique
BP 6, Route du Panorama

92265 FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES. FRANCE
tandriotlcvsuisse.far. cea.fr

Abstract: In a teleoperation system, assistance can be
given to the operator by constraining the telerobot
position to remain within a restricted subspace of its
workspace. A new approach to motion constraint is
presented in this paper.

The control law is established simulating a virtual
ideal mechanism acting as a jig, and connected to the
master and sla\>e arms via springs and dampers. Using
this approach, it is possible to impose any (sufficiently
smooth) motion constraint to the system, including non-
linear constraints (complex surfaces) involving coupling
between translations and rotations and physical
equivalence ensures that the controller is passive.

Experimental results obtained with a 6-DOF
teleoperation system are given. Oilier applications of the
virtual mechanism concept include hybrid position-force
control and haptic interfaces.

INTRODUCTION

The work reported here is part of the TAO 2000
project currently under development at CEA. This project
is concerned with the realisation of a computer-aided
teieoperation system for nuclear applications.

In order to be able to complete a wide range of tasks,
teleoperation systems usually have six degrees of freedom
(DOF). or even more to improve dexterity. Nevertheless,
most complex tasks can be decomposed into elementary
tasks for which much less degrees of freedom would be
enough. It would indeed even make the task safer and
easier for the operator. For instance, drilling a hole
requires only a translation. Moreover, a displacement of
the tool away from the hole axis may brake the drill or
damage the workpiece. In nuclear applications, during
remote inspection of pipes, the camera moves mostly on
cylinders parallel to the surface to be inspected.
Constraining the camera on such cylinders is a means by
which collision can be avoided.

We will call task space the set of positions \fliich
must be attained by the slave arm tool to perform a given

task - for example the axis of the hole to be drilled, or a
cylinder in the case of pipe inspection. The aim of the
work presented in this paper is to reduce the teleoperation
system workspace to the task space, while retaining
kinesthetic feedback within the task space.

For the purpose of imposing motion constraint to a
system, its position must be somehow projected on the
task space. In this sense, motion constraint is an idea very-
close to hybrid position-force control ([1],[2]). Therefore,
many control laws proposed to impose motion constraint
make use of projection operators similar to selection
matrices ([3],[4]). It is well-known that it leads to
problems when coupling between translations and
rotations exists ([5]).

Another major requirement in teleoperation context is
the passivity of the controller in order to ensure stability.
An easy way to achieve this goal is that the controller
mimic the behaviour of a well-known passive system.
Many researcher have designed controllers as electrical
networks ([6]. [7] for example) or mechanical systems

We have adopted this point of view. The task space is
resarded as the workspace of an ideal virtual mechanism
-with no mass and no damping- to which the master and
slave arms are connected through springs and dampers
(See Figure 1). For instance, to constrain the system on a

Virtual
Mechanism

Master
Arm

Fig. I: The virtual mechanism concept



straight line (one DOF task space), the virtual mechanism
can be considered to be a slider moving on the line. To
constrain the system on a circle, the virtual mechanism
may be a crank. The control torques are calculated by
real-lime simulation of the mechanical system.

The paper is divided in three parts. First, we introduce
notations, and kinematic and force relations. In the
second pan. we establish the control law and prove the
controller passi\iry. We give experimental results in the
third part. We finally end this paper with concluding
remarks.

1. PRELIMINARIES

Throughout the paper, the subscripts /;;. 5 and v stand
respectively for master arm. slave arm and virtual
mechanism. We suppose the master and slave arms are
rigid, backdriveable and have respectively nm and ns

DOF. Due to high-gear ratio the slave arm is often not
backdriveable. In this case, sensitivity to the environment
can be achieved by closing a local force loop around the
arm (See [8]).

Notice the arms may have distinct geometry and
different number of DOF. Their joint positions and
velocities are assumed to be available and represented
respectively by qm.qnI e R"- and q,.q, € R"\

The task space is considered to be the workspace of a
ns DOF virtual mechanism. ns being the task space
dimension. Similarly, the position and velocity of the
virtual mechanism will be represented by the vector
q,..qv e R"". This constitutes a "natural" parametrisaiion
of the workspace. For example if the system is
constrained on a curve. nv = 1 and qv can be the
curvilinear abscissa on the curve. If the system must
move on a cylinder. /?,. = 2 and a simple choice for q,. is
the cylindrical coordinates.

Besides the "local" joint spaces, a common Cartesian
space C is needed to establish the control law. Any
representation can be used as long as it does not introduce
singularity. Vectors representing .1 Cartesian position will
be denoted by the letter p . The positions of the three
mechanisms -the slave and master arms, and the virtual
mechanism- are mapped in C by the forward kinematics:

p, =K, (q,). / = in. s or v

These functions include the relative positioning of the
master and slave arms, and possibly size scaling.

Let the letter v denotes vectors representing
Cartesian velocities. Depending on the coordinates used
to represent a position in Cartesian space, a Jacobian
matrix Jeoord appears, relating v to p :

Then, the Cartesian velocities of the mechanisms are
related to the joint velocities by:

v, = J.(q, )q,. i = in, s or v (1)

where the jacobians of the mechanisms are:

s (<1. ))-~z—- • ' = "'• ^ or v

No assumption is necessary about the master and
slave jacobians. The virtual mechanism jacobian must be
full column rank ( rk( j v ) = nv ) in the range of operation.

The vectors representing Cartesian forces will be
denoted by the letter f . The force coordinates must be
dual to the velocity' coordinates so that the power can be
written v'f. Jacobians J, may be used to compute the
generalised joint forces vectors t. from the vector
representing the Cartesian forces exened at the tip of the
mechanisms:

", = J,'f. . / = in. SOT v

Since the virtual mechanism is ideal, the vector of
generalised forces associated with its joint velocities is
nil.

In other words, the force exened on the virtual
mechanism tip is always onhogonal to its velocity. No
power can be transmitted to it nor taken from it.

2. CONTROL LAW

The control law is obtained by simulating the virtual
mechanism attached to the master and slave arms by
generalised springs and dampers defined in Cartesian
coordinates.

2.1. Generalised spring

A generalised spring is defined by the repelling forces
exened on each of its extremity, which are functions of
the positions of its extremities. Let t'spjlJ be the force
exerted on the point p , by the spring connecting the
points p, and p ; (/._/ = in. sor \ ) . (We write i/j whenever
the order of the subscripts is important, and i-j
otherwise.) To simplify, we will assume that

An important characteristic of the spring repelling
forces is that they must derive from a potential energy'.
This property will be useful to prove the passivity of the
controller. The potential energy associated with the
spring connecting p, and p ; satisfies the following
equation:



2.2. Generalised damper

Since neither the springs nor the virtual mechanism
will dissipate energy in the system, dampers are
introduced to stabilise oscillations and improve transient
response. In view to derive the control equation, we will
restrict ourselves to dampers defined by a symmetric
definite matrix. The force applied on a point p,
connected to the point p ; by a damper is given by:

fjj;, = B._, (Vj - v , ) . i.j = m. s or v

where B,_ ; is a positive, symmetric, definite matrix.
For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that B,_; is
constant. But it could depend on time, positions or
velocities without loss of generality.

2.3. Control equations

The master and slave driving torques are computed
from the sum of the repelling Cartesian force and the
damping Cartesian force:

(4)

with:

,., (v,. -

The scalar X > 0 is introduced to scale the force
reflected on the master. It has been showed that it comes
down to insert an amplifier and a transformer between
the controller and the master arm without affecting
coupled stability- properties (fS].[ll]). From now on. we
will assume X = 1 to simplify. .

The master and slave driving torques depend on the
position of the virtual mechanism. The initial position is
arbitrary fixed. We will now establish the differential
equation ruling the evolution of the virtual mechanism.

The sum of the forces exerted on the virtual
mechanism is:

Replacing fv in equation (2) gives:

= fl

Using equation (1). one can easily obtain:

with:

ir.xl

(5)

Since J v is full column rank, the matrix

J',.(Bv_m+Bv_t)Jv is symmetric, definite and positive.

and it is consequently invertible. It has the dimension of
the task space, which is usually small, so numerical
inversion can be done without any problem.

Equation (5) is an ordinary differential equation. Its
right hand terms depend only on measured values of the
slave and master states, so it can be integrated in real-
time.

2.4. Digital implementation

Digital implementation can be realised with the
following cyclic algorithm:

1- Measure the slave and master states. The virtual
mechanism state qv results from the previous time step.

2- Compute the master and slave joint driving torques
using equation (4).

3- Integrate equation (5) by a numerical method over the
time step to compute the next position of the virtual
mechanism.

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the controller.
The blocks depending on the virtual mechanism are
shaded.

Numerical
integration

Figure 2: block diagram of the controller

2.5. Passivity of the controller

In this section, we prove that the controller is passive.
The power supplied to the controller is:

Using equation (2). the following equality holds:

Subtracting this zero term to the power and
reorganising terms gives:



m sp.vm m* sp.miv * j * sp.v s s sp.siv

The first right hand terms are the derivative of the
potential energy of the springs (equation (3)) and the last
terms are positive. Thus integrating the power supplied to
the controller on a period at the beginning of which no
energy is stored in the springs leads to:

j'pdt>E mU)-Eim

which completes the proof.

> 0

3. APPLICATIONS

3.1. Generalised Cartesian coordinates

To avoid singularity in the representation of rotations,
we have used normalised quaternions (also called Euler
parameters) [12]. A quaternion a can be considered to be
the association of a scalar u e R and a vector a e R3.

A rotation of magnitude 0 around an axis directed by
the normalised vector u can be represented by:

a = [cos(6/2) sin(e/2).u']'

The position of a frame in Cartesian space is then

represented by a vector p = j x; a € R' where x e R J

represents the translntion pan and a the rotation pan.
The Cartesian velocity is related to the time derivative

of p by the following jacobian matrix' ([ 11 ]):

1(1, (t. .

•-a'TU^n'ld:)]

3.2. Spring equation

The error between positions p, =[x,' a,'] and

p ; =\x'j a'.] is represented by the vector:

a,.aJ +a;a ;

a, xa, -rcij.-A, -a,.-Aj

For w e R . w* is the matrix such ..that
f w* lz = w x z for any vector z € R"

The quaternion Act,/; represents the rotation which

makes the vector basis attached to p ; coincide the basis

attached to p,. The repelling force exerted on p ; is:

where:

' • J "

'!rani.:-j
f)
"3x3

K i r « i - j e R M ) i s a s>rnmetric definite positive

matrix, and kroll_1 is a positive scalar. The repelling

torque is parallel to the rotation error axis, and is
proportional to sin(A9/2). where A8 is the rotation error

angle.
The potenual energy associated with this spring is:

Proof is given in appendix.

3.3. The telcrobotic system

(6)

Experiments were performed on a telerobotic systems
consisting of a MA23 master arm and a RD500 slave
arm. both having 6 electrically-powered DOF. The
RD500 is a dismantling robot with 50 kg payload
capacity. Each of its joints has a force sensor around
which a local force loop is closed (P.D.). The MA23 is
backdnveable.

For safety reasons, the digitally' implemented
controller runs in parallel on two C30 microprocessor -
one for each arm - exchanging data trhough serial
communication. The servo rate is around 300 Hz.

Due to the difference of strength of the arms, the force
scaling factor A. - 0.1 has been used is each experiment.

3,4. Experimental results

Constraining orientations
To constrain the master and slave arms orientation,

the vinual mechanism used is a three dimensionnal
translator whose forward kinematics and jacobian are:

p.. =i i and J.. =
!.a0 j

Id;

where a 0 is the desired orientation. Fig. 3 shows that
the master and slave trajectories are similar. Orientation
error between the master (resp. slave) arm and desired
orientation is plotted on fig. 4 . Around t = 16 s. a
disturbance has been intentionnally exerted on the
master. It is totally "filtered": the slave orientation
remains correct. This behaviour is the same with anv



Fig. 3: slaved) and master (—)
positions I'm) versus time (sj.

Fig. 4: slave(-) ana master (—) Fig. 7: constraint on a cylinder: slave and
orientation error (deg) versus time (s). master positions and z-axis directions

Fig. 5: constraint on a screw,
siave /left) ami niastenhgth) position

constraint: the arms are decoupled in the directions
"orthogonal" to the constraint.

Screw
The position of a screw can be parametrised by the

angle of rotation around the axis. Forward kinematics and
jacobian are:

s.d.\i

cos(<9 2)

and JL =
SM

Fig. 6 shows the master and slave tip position during
manipulation. The slave position has been translated to
clarify the figure.

Cylinder
The parameters used to describe the cylinder are

cylindrical coordinates: qv =[d.8]'. Forwards kinematics
and jacobian of the virtual mechanism associated with
this constraint are very simple and will not be given to
spare space. Fig. 7 shows the master and slave tip
positions on the cylinder. The z-axis of the tip frames -
which should have remained normal to the cylinder -
have been plotted. •"

Fig. 6: "Lissajou curve" (-)
slavei-./ and master (--) positions

Complex curve
To illustrate the ability of the method to realise

complex constraints, we have choosen a curve given by
the following parametrisation ("forward kinematics" and
jacobian):

' 0.13 sin(3qj-0.7'
O.2Osin(<7v)

0.15 sin(2<7v) - 0 . 4

andPv = 0.6sin(<7v)

0

0.39 cos(3<7v)

O.20cos(<7v)

O.30cos(2<7v)

•cos(qv)

0

0

1.2

witha(<7,,)= 1-0.36 sin" (i?v).

It is a sort of Lissajou curve in three dimensions
along which the orientation oscillates around the x axis.
Experimental results are given on Fig. 6. To make the
figure clearer, we have also plotted the projections of the
curves on the (x-y). (x-z) and (y-z) plans.



CONCLUSION

We have presented a controller which can constrain a
telcoperation system in a space smaller than the system's
workspace: the task space. In the task space, the master
and slave arms are bilaterally coupled.

The basic principle which has guided our approach is
physical equivalence. The controller has the bcha\iour of
a passive mechanical system consisting of springs,
dampers and an ideal mechanism. It is therefore very easy
to prove its passivity, which ensures coupled stability.

The controller is modular, so the task space can be
easily shifted. It includes the normal bilateral mode
(without constraint): the virtual mechanism is then any 6-
DOF mechanism without singularity in the telerobot
workspace. This condition is easily satisfied since the
mechanism is virtual!

The idea of constraining a manipulator in a reduced
task space, while letting it free to move in this space is
actually very close to hybrid position/force control. The
controller presented here can be regarded as a passive
hybrid controller with a nil desired position
"orthogonally" to the task space, and a nil desired force in
the "tangential" directions. An effort is done presently by
the authors to take up the virtual mechanism concept lo
design a passive hybrid controller for iclcopcration.

Another straightforward application is to use the
virtual mechanism concept in haptic interfaces for virtual
rcalitv to simulate rigid contacts.

APPENDIX

This appendix uses the calculus in ihe quaternion
algebra: H For more details on this subject, see [6] for
example. The inner product is noted * . and the conjugate
of the quaternion a is noted a . Vectors of RJ are
identified to quaternions with zero real part.

[f the orientation of a frame is represented by the
quaternion a . then its angular velocity is related to the
time derivative of a by the following relation ([11]).

a) = 2ct*a (A.I)

Let us now compute the time derivative of
Aa, ; = a. *ay (defined in section 3.2).

dt
• = a. * a ; -r( (A.2)

Let o)j and O)2 be the respective angular velocities of
p, and p : . Equation (A.I) leads to

I _ , - 1
a. =— a ^ - a , and a ; = — a ; » c o ;

Replacing these expressions in (A.2) gives:

dt 2V '
The real part of this quaternion is:

dAa, f l t

dt ~ 2 ' ' r}

(In this last equation, u), and ca; are considered to be

vectors of R3).
We can now compute the time derivative of the

potential energy (equation (6)).

which can be rewritten as equation (3):

d t ' '-' '•

This completes the proof.
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